IFS SmartFreight® Express (SFX) - IFS Web-Hosted Solution
IFS web-hosted, minimal entry cost Transport Management System (TMS) for low
volume shippers of freight or branch networks. Basic dispatch functionality, prints
to a laser printer so no specialised label printer requirement or a thermal label
option is also available. Freight data can be downloaded into Head Office SFP or
SFE database for national reporting.

Product Fit
IFS SmartFreight® Express (SFX) is aimed at start-up companies,
SME’s, larger companies that have large branch network with
lower volumes shipped per branch or online retail companies
that wish to Drop Ship directly from supplier to end customer.
Simple to configure and operate, fully web-hosted by IFS on our
Secure Data Bureau utilising multiple industrial servers and
multiple Internet Service Providers for redundancy.
Can be linked back onto organisations Head Office IFS
SmartFreight® to provide full visibility of freight across entire
organization and facilitate centralized freight cost reconciliation
and payment.

Key Attributes
Compliant with domestic carriers in Australia, New
Zealand, UK, Ireland and mainland Europe with new counties being added
regularly.
Prints to laser label so no specialised hardware required (thermal option
available)
Quick and easy configuration and installation including carriers freight rates
Route optimisation deployed to ensure the most cost or service effective
local carrier is selected for the type of goods being shipped
Electronic data sent to carriers with zero formatting / development
required by shipper.
Web Service bi-directional interface available
If utilised for branch networks or Drop Shipping by supplier, all data
can be transmitted back to Head Office for freight invoice
reconciliation or tracking DIFOT reporting purposes
For full list of Modules available within Express see Modules Insert
.
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Minimal setup cost
No specialised hardware required
100% SaaS (Software As A Service) Model after system installed
Route optimisation saves clients on average in excess of 25% of freight
costs making IFS SmartFreight® one of the best investments our clients ever
make
Single bi-directional interface between ERP/WMS eliminates cost of writing
and maintaining multiple interfaces to multiple transport companies
Seamless upgrade to IFS SmartFreight® Professional if freight volume
dictates
For full financial impact and ROI see ROI Insert

More Info
Please visit our website www.smartfreight.com for more information on IFS
SmartFreight® Express review Case Studies or contact one of our local Distributors
for a demonstration of the product and how it may assist your supply chain needs.
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